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European Healthcare 
Innovation & Investment
Learning from successes and navigating opportunities

for further details contact hanna@healthxl.org



Understanding 
Digital Health 

Investment Activity 
in Europe 

We have heard all about the unstable policy landscape 
in the U.S., the unprecedented levels of capital 
pumped into the market and the mega deals - but how 
much do we really know about the European space?

Who are the most prominent investors actively 
investing in healthcare in Europe? 

What elements of policy and regulation in Europe 
support and impede scaling of new and novel 
healthcare approaches? 

What are some of the most notable investments and 
partnerships and what can we learn from them? 

Beyond investment what is important in Europe?
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Dollars ($) $2.1
B

$2.2
B

$2.1
B

$3.1
B

$3.1
B

$4.8B $4.0B $3.5B $3.6
B

Deals (#) 401 530 585 655 923 1,031 1,294 1,230 891

● 2017 finished below the total number of 
deals we have seen over the past two 
years, near 2013 levels, and see the first 
substantial decrease in total deals for the 
better part of a decade.

● Larger deal sizes are a result of the 
overall generally positive fundraising 
environment over the past few years. As a 
result, syndication among firms has grown 
accordingly.

● Looking backwards, 2015 appears more 
like an outlier in terms of deal count.

● 70% of deals had at least one European 
Investor 

Healthcare Angel, Seed, & VC deals in Europe 

Source: SVB European Healthcare Report 

https://www.svb.com/healthcare-investments-exits-report/


EXPERT PERSPECTIVE

Source: SVB European Healthcare Report 

● Influx of European 

investment in new 

technologies led biopharma 

and device Series A 

investments to record levels 

in 2017

● Incubators and Angels 

remain an important source 

of funding for European 

digital health companies - 

participating in 370 deals 

with an announced value of 

$1bn.

● The UK has retained a strong 

lead regarding value and 

volume of deals - nearly 3 

times the value of Germany, 

coming in second.

https://www.svb.com/healthcare-investments-exits-report/
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Prominent Investors in the European 
Healthcare Market - What Can We Learn?



What are the main differences in the European vs US for 
Digital Health Investment Environments?

Europe United States 

Regulatory Standards for Devices: 
CE - valid in all EU countries and in a 
large number of countries globally 

Insurance Model: Broad coverage of 
Universal Healthcare

Incoming Political Unknowns: 
Potential impact of Brexit

Need to solve Real Problems - not 
those caused by the payor structure

Publicly funded health can mean 
slower procurement, slower traction

Regulatory Standards for Devices: FDA - 
more expensive than CE and only valid in 
the US.  

Insurance Model: Medicare and Medicaid. 
ACA as close to UHC as the US has 
achieved. Approximately 26M people 
remain uninsured despite advancements

Incoming Political Unknowns: Future 
impact of further ACA weakening/repeal

Structural issues - investment has gone 
into companies solving problems directly 
related to US structure (e.g. Castlight)



European Firms Investing in Digital Health

7Source: crunchbase & mobihealthnews

x2

Funds Raised in 
Million of $

91m

28m

49m

58m

15m

75m

33m

112m

20m

44m

Digital Health Investments 2017Deals Done Investor

Looking strictly at digital health investments, these firms led the way in Europe last year in terms of deals done and total funds raised. 



Notable Digital Health Deals by Round in 2017
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Venture: 
£18m

Series B: 
$60m

Series A: 
€40m

Exit: 
€74m

Series C: 
$28m

Touchstone 
Innovations

Draper Esprit

Ananda 
Ventures

Access 
Industries

June Fund

Cumberland 
VC

Vostok New 
Ventures

NNC 
Holdings

Kinnevik AB

Series D: 
$42m

Eurazeo

Bpifrance

Bpifrance

Kerala 
Ventures

Accel 
Partners

Roche
Lead 
Investor

Additional 
Investors

Source: crunchbase & mobihealthnews

Companies like Ada Health show investors have interest in larger Series A investments after early traction from previous investment. A $60 
Million Series B for Babylon puts the approximate valuation of the UK based AI chatbot at more than $200m, a favorite to follow in the 
footsteps of the Austrian diabetes management platform mySugr who made headlines after being acquired by Roche in a significant deal for 
the industry.



Prominent Investors in European Healthcare - Roche 

Switzerland based Roche set the stage for European investment in digital health with 
their acquisition of the mySugr Diabetes Management Solution. What can we learn 
from their other interactions in the environment? 

September 2015: Roche France partnered with French Company Voluntis to 
co-develop mobile-enabled therapy for breast cancer. Prior to this Voluntis worked 
with Roche Diagnostics on a companion software for the Roche CoaguChek INR 
self-testing device.

April 2016 - from Investment to Acquisition in Europe: Roche and Swiss MySugr 
announced their integration partnership in 2016. This allowed users that own Roche’s 
Accu-Chek Connect meter are able to automatically sync blood glucose data to 
mySugr. Roche first invested in mySugr in 2014 and went on to close the acquisition 
in 2017. 

May 2017 Roche announced the  launch of three European clinical trials of their 
combined closed-loop system backed by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
through its International Diabetes Closed Loop (IDCL) Trial program and in 
partnerships with Sensonics and TypeZero

What can we learn from Roche when it comes to European Investment?
● Roche’s notable investment in mySugr highlights the value of exploring multiple 

engagement avenues along a solutions lifetime - Roche were not one time 
investors, but rather long term partners. This model can be seen replicated in 
their more recent US mega deal with Flatiron Health who they had previously 
invested in in 2016.

https://www.roche.com/
https://mysugr.com/
https://flatiron.com/
http://www.senseonics.com/
http://www.voluntis.com/


Prominent Investors in European Healthcare - Draper Esprit 

July 2016: Draper Esprit became joint investors in Stockholm based Lifesum, a health 
and wellbeing app that helps patients to track their diet and lifestyle habits.

Jan 2016 & July 2017 : Draper Esprit Co-Led Series A funding round for Push 
Doctor, an online doctor consultation service based in the UK, and became lead 
investor in Series B funding the following year. 

Sep 2017: Draper Esprit lead €19M investment in Ieso, a treatment app that delivers 
CBT to patients suffering from mental health conditions. 

What can we learn from Draper Esprit when it comes to European Investment?

● Draper Esprit invested in a diverse range of digital health solutions over the past 
few years, however their investment into Lifesum, a health and wellbeing app, is 
noteworthy as it also shows an interest in preventative solutions.

● Again their activities highlighting a trend towards relationship building with a 
company through multiple investments and engagement rather than a one time 
interaction. 

● As an investor in the European space, or any environment for that matter, 
provider penetration is a challenge. Draper Esprit have addressed this 
apparently challenging dynamic in Europe by going straight to consumer. 

https://draperesprit.com/
https://lifesum.com/
https://www.pushdoctor.co.uk/
https://www.iesohealth.com/en-gb


Prominent Investors in European Healthcare - Bpifrance  

Sep 2017: Bpifrance became joint investors in BioSerenity, a French company 
developing solutions for the diagnosis and management of epilepsy, sleep disorder 
and CV disease. They are focused on the latest innovations in sensors and Internet of 
Things to develop smart clothing with embedded medical diagnostic devices.

Oct 2017: Bpifrance became joint investors in French based Cardiologs. Cardiologs 
utilises artificial intelligence to facilitate rapid ECG analysis from any device.  

Jan & Nov 2017: BPIFrance co-led two funding rounds for French based Doctolib in 
2017. Doctolib is an online and mobile booking platform and management software 
provider for doctors in Europe. 

What can we learn from BPIfrance when it comes to European Investment?

● All investments made by BPIFrance were in French companies. The 
fragmentation of the European Health Systems is often cited as a roadblock to 
European wide scale. BPIfrance address this by focusing on being specialists in 
the French system. 

● Although the most significant BPIfrance investment in digital health was with 
Doctolib, their other investments highlight an interest in the application of AI 
within diagnostics - their specialisation in the French system allowing them to 
take an interest in more complex health innovations. 

https://www.bpifrance.fr/
https://www.doctolib.fr/
https://cardiologs.com/
http://bioserenity.com/en/


Most Prominent Investors in European Healthcare - Kinnevik 

Jan 2016 & April 2017: Kinnevik was the lead investor in Series A funding round 
and then co-led Series B funding rounds for English company Babylon.  

April 2018: Kinnevik invested €35m in American based Livongo, leading a €88m 
funding round in the company. Livongo creates solutions for personalised diabetes 
management. They have created a connected device for symptom monitoring, and 
run analytics to develop insights on their data. 

What can we learn from Kinnevik when it comes to European Investment?
● Amongst the European firms, Kinnevik invested the most money into digital 

health (€112M) in 2017. 

● Despite these investments being significant in the digital health world, both 
in terms of size and solution adoption, Kinnevik have moved slow but 
strategically in terms of their healthcare investments. The investment in 
Livongo and Babylon were very purposeful and informed. Whilst digital 
health falls far behind in terms of Kinnevik investment activity in Telecoms 
for example, they managed to set a precedent in Europe for larger deals. 
Investors don’t have to be strictly focused on digital health to shift the 
needle.  

● Kinnevik have also applied their deep sector expertise around building 
consumer brands to contribute to the successes and evolution of these two 
prominent digital health players

https://www.kinnevik.com/
https://www.livongo.com/
https://www.babylonhealth.com/


Prominent Investors in European Healthcare  - EQT Ventures 

Sep 2017: EQT led €5.1M Series A funding round for Swedish company Aifloo. 
Aifloo is a self-learning e-health system for senior facilities and nursing homes. 
They develop wearable tech for elderly patient behaviour management. 

Nov 2017: EQT led €25m Series B funding round for Natural Cycles. Natural 
Cycles is a Swiss company that has developed an app designed to work as a form 
of contraception by tracking a woman's menstrual cycle. 

Feb 2016 & May 2017: Led series A and Series B funding rounds for Swedish 
based Min Doktor.  Min Doktor is a telemedicine platform that enables 
doctor-patient communication. 

What can we learn from EQT Ventures when it comes to European 
Investment?

● Similar to Kinnevik Healthcare only comes in as the second, after education, 
most invested in area by EQT Ventures. What is interesting when it comes 
to EQT is seeing how their primary expertise has been transferred from 
education to healthcare. 

● Digital Health is an unprecedented investment area for many but it is not too 
late to get in on the curve and transfer existing expertise.

http://www.aifloo.com/
https://www.mindoktor.se/
https://www.naturalcycles.com/en
https://eqtventures.com/
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https://www.roche.com/
https://draperesprit.com/
https://www.bpifrance.fr/
https://www.kinnevik.com/
https://eqtventures.com/
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Thought Leader Insights - European 
Investment in Digital Health
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Avoiding the hype cycle of investment and looking at RWE for company 
validation: “RWE companies are benefiting from excessive valuations in light of the 

Flatiron/Foundation Medicine Roche deal. That being said there has to be much more 
scrutiny on the validity of the claims on scope of data and data analytics.”

How can we learn and leverage from other industries? “Looking at things like logistics 
or supply chain management across industries can offer us insights on how to better 

manage patient care. Looking to the defense space on aspects of data privacy and security 
are directly applicable to data flow within the healthcare space.”

To what extent do you feel that the implementation of the GDPR regulations will 
give European companies a competitive advantage in attracting investment and 

scale? “I am of the opinion that the stringent data privacy regulations are likely to be 
enforced in the US in due time. Public and political backlash on recent social media 

platforms are likely only to push increased regulation. I think that EU companies have an 
advantage though that is limited in time while the US and RoW gets up to speed. The window 
of opportunity is now for those companies who have established EU regulations to expand 

into the US in anticipation of the likely changes.”

Scaling digital health in the heterogeneous EU health insurance environment: 
“Solutions that are disintermediated from the health systems are likely to have the most 

success and scale. Lack of EMR integration or middleware that is reliant on specific systems 
and infrastructures will have the highest likelihood of success. I don’t know about the market 

in Estonia per se so I can’t say if it is a testing ground for scale.”

Francesca Domenech Wuttke, 
Ph.D. is a Managing Director 
focused on identifying new 
investment opportunities in 
Europe. Dr. Wuttke brings with 
her broad drug development 
and healthcare expertise in 
both the US and Europe, with 
over 20 years of clinical, 
commercial, strategic and 
transactional experience.

Investment Director 
MSD Global Health Innovation 
Fund

Francesca Whutte



Investment Director 
Merck Ventures

Edward Kliphuis
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“It is true that at this point the real money is in the US. But from an 
investor perspective, there is certainly an opportunity in digital health, 

but it’s not as easy and concentrated as in the US. 

If you want it, you really have to go look for it.  You might find a cool 
company in Estonia or Poland, but that’s tough, how do you source 

that?

If you’re not lazy about it and willing to invest early, you have the 
opportunity to add value and create discipline and make sure these 

companies grow further. Then capitalise it in an aggressive valuation in 
the next round.

We take more of a more deep tech approach, and a prime example of 
this is Williot, an IoT enabling technology bluetooth chip. We see the 
value in those technologies that aren’t actually created purely for a 

digital solution in healthcare, and take those to actually disrupt 
something.”

Edward is an Investment Director 
with Merck Ventures BV, the 
Corporate Venture Capital arm of 
Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. 
He is responsible for the New 
Businesses fund, which invests 
globally in transformational ideas 
driven by great entrepreneurs. The 
New Businesses fund seeks to 
invest in strategic opportunities 
beyond Merck’s current businesses, 
make cross over investments 
between businesses and invest in 
digitization opportunities.



Global Head of Digital Heath 
Incubation 
Bayer G4A

Eugene Borukhovich
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“We talk about a lot of new digital solutions and digital therapeutics 
investment. At the end of the day it is still a for profit business and I 

think the key to all of this is to figure out what the commercial models 
are. 

While technology is showing early success I think maybe the margin 
expectations aren’t quite there. I think that is part of the challenge in 

terms of reimbursement.

In terms of impediments to adoption and scale in Europe - culture eats 
strategy for breakfast, lunch and dinner and the short answer is 

risk-averseness is the main impediment. Having said that, when one is 
selling widgets there is not much at risk unlike in health care when 

people’s lives are at stake and hence that laser focus on evidence is key 
for all the startups and ecosystem partners pushing the envelope in 

digital health.

Results driven & passionate 
entrepreneur and executive with a 
proven record in envisioning, 
leading & executing multi-million 
dollar revenue and growth initiatives 
domestically and abroad. Valued 
member of executive management 
teams with key contributions beyond 
the technology expertise. Strong 
interpersonal and communication 
skills, coupled with vision, business 
insight, and excellent negotiation 
and decision-making abilities.
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“Our strengths at Kinnevik lies in building services for consumers that 
make their lives better, bring convenience, and make it affordable and 

accessible. 

At a time where healthcare is rapidly changing towards the 
consumerization of healthcare we found it the right time to combine 
deep sector expertise in Babylon and Livongo with our expertise of 

building consumer brands.
 

Both companies run high quality clinical services, and deliver ROI 
through high levels of successful patient engagement and adherence. 
We see the ROI and proven outcomes so the monetization falls into 

place.  

Investor 
Kinnevik AB

Christian Scherrer

Christian is an investor with the 
Swedish firm Kinnevik AB. They 
have been lead investors in 
Babylons $25M Series A in 2016, 
and participated in thier $60M 
Series B in Q2 2017. 

Kinnevik was a lead investor in a 
recent round of $105M in  Livongo 
Health, one of the leading 
consumer digital health companies. 

Christian is currently based out of 
London,



Partner
Draper Esprit LLP

Vishal Gulati
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What seems to be happening now is we’ve realised the importance of 
gathering the evidence to make sure these solutions actually work. 

In terms of the interesting areas, where we have been focusing as 
investors is areas that are currently very poorly served. The more I 
look at healthcare from a provision angle I realise that access to 

healthcare is not a solved problem - not even in the best healthcare 
systems in the world. 

Delivering people  care when they want it and where they want it and 
also care that works is very hard. 

They’re the areas where I see a lot of activity, some of them are sexy 
and some are not, but what we really need to focus on is areas where 
there is this huge gap between demand and supply and for European 

investment that seems to be the direction that things are going. 

Dr. Vishal Gulati serves as a 
venture partner specialising in 
Digital Health at DFJ Esprit, 
Europe’s leading Silicon Valley 
style Venture Capital firm with 
over $1b under management. 
Since 2012, Vishal has been a 
leading promoter of investments 
into the emerging Digital Health 
sector and Chairman of Digital 
Health Forum, which supports the 
best-in-class Digital Health 
companies to grow into global 
enterprises.
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Thoughts from the London Investor 
Forum 
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Think Global but Know Your Context: Europe is a fertile 
ground for innovation in Healthcare given the presence of 

global tech companies, prevalent world class medical 
institutions and academic excellence. 

However, it is crucial to understand the context of the different 
systems and the basis of need you are addressing as a 

solution offering.

Companies need to think about how to resource themselves 
for adoption in fragmented models. But does scale have to 

mean global? 

https://twitter.com/Ldn_ICHP/status/992038553856217088
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Creative models of investment that 
acknowledge the challenges of adoption of 

innovation by the health ecosystems (providers, 
payors and users) are required. 

Models that invests in care pathways and parts 
of patient journeys as well as point solutions.

Models that incentivise adoption by health 
ecosystems in the real world. 

Models that recognise the need for ‘patient’ 
(time) capital.
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We need to be mindful that we do not want to 
facilitate the creation of a new bubble of digital 
health investment in Europe like we have seen 

emerge in the US. 

Let’s keep our focus on providing value based 
care and value based innovation approaches. 

Investors should identify and support 
opportunities with a strong focus on health 

impact at the forefront but also bare the 
question of cost in mind in the frame of specific 

contexts.
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Drivers for innovation and stakeholder 
dynamics are simply different in the US and 

Europe. 

This doesn’t mean we in Europe cannot 
replicate successes we have seen in the 

States, but we do need to accept the contextual 
differences. 

For example, when it comes to selling into a 
European health system we should accept that 
as it stands you can be looking at a 2 to 3 year 

cycle. 
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Not all innovation worthy of investment is disruptive. 

While it is likely that disruptors from outside 
healthcare will help us address some of the most 

pressing healthcare issues of our time the reality is 
that health innovation must integrate with existing 
models - this is is a prerequisite for true scale and 

adoption.  

Most stakeholders don’t care about the best solution 
but rather the best fit solution. 
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The End of the Beginning - What 
Questions Need to be Explored Next?  



What Next?

● In tandem with investment, what really matters for the European market? 

● What can Europe do to attract more of the 'right' capital?

● What should health systems do to incentivise the adoption of effective 
solutions? 

● How does does real world evidence impact the investment landscape in 
Europe or decision making process when investing in digital health solution? 
What could drive more investment in digital health in Europe ? for example 
RWE because of data management regulations? 
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Dr Shirlene Oh
Director of Commerce, 
Innovation & Capability 
Development
Shirlene is Director of Commerce, Innovation and 
Capability Development. In her role, Shirlene is 
responsible for enabling the NHS in North West 
London to work collaboratively with actors in the 
health ecosystem including the public, private, 
and voluntary sectors to create value and 
improve the health and wellbeing of its 
population.

Shirlene.Oh@imperialco
llegehealthpartners.com

Caroline A. Saî
Operations Manager
EIT Health Investor Network Leader 

ANGELS SANTE
Tel: +33  6 59 86 98 63 //+33 7  60 57 
96 00
24, avenue Marceau - 75008 Paris
www.angelssante.eu

operations@angelssante.fr

We are working with our 
partners, in the HealthXL 
Community and beyond, to 
develop the EIT investor 
network across Europe. If 
you are interested in 
participating and 
contributing please reach 
out. 

Please share your insights 
and let us know what you 
would like to see from 
future gatherings. 
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European Healthcare 
Innovation & Investment

for further details contact hanna@healthxl.org


